
The Orchard—Spring 1 ‘22 
Read all about it!  

As Historians we will… 

Look at how people found out about things in the 

past. Comparing historical news (newspapers) to 

modern methods of  

communicating. 

Key Vocabulary 

Digital literacy     newspaper  

habitat      microhabitat 

food chain       environment 

As Geographers we will… 

Continue looking at environments and  

observe natural and man made features at the 
Pond. 

As Scientists we will… 

Explore habitats and microhabitats in our school 

environment and around the world to investigate 

why animals and plants thrive in different  

environments. 

As Readers we will… 

Clarify new words, make predictions, summarise 
what we have read and ask and answer  

questions about what we are reading. 

Read with an adult individually on a regular basis 

and read daily during our Read, Write, Inc.         

sessions.  

As Writers we will… 

Read and discover features of Non Fiction texts, 
focusing on news articles from the past and  

modern life. 

Include conjunctions and adjectives to improve our 
writing. 

As Mathematicians we will… 

Develop our knowledge of money through  

recognition of different coins and notes,  

understanding how to pay for items using money 

in real life scenarios and working out how to give 

change. Learn about data collection and create 

pictograms and bar charts to display information. 

In PE we will…  

Develop our communication and teamwork 

skills in sending and receiving activities. 
In the Arts we will… 

Use our sketchbooks to document habitats at the 

pond. 

Improve our listening skill through  body  

percussion activities. 

Enhance our long term memory through songs 

within the curriculum. 

In Computing we will… 

Learn about Information technology and 

the role it plays in our day to day life. 

Practise our word processing skills to  

create a digital news article. 
In Jigsaw we will… 

Explore the theme, ’Dreams and Goals’ . 

In RE we will…  

Learn about seasonal religious events and how 

they are celebrated by believers. 


